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Why the world cannot afford the rich!
  

  

"Equality is essential for sustainability. The science is clear — people in more-equal
societies are more trusting and more likely to protect the environment than are those in
unequal, consumer-driven ones."
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Policymakers must act...

  

  

"The scientific evidence is stark that reducing inequality is a fundamental precondition
for addressing the environmental, health and social crises the world is facing. It’s
essential that policymakers act quickly to reverse decades of rising inequality and curb
the highest incomes.

  

  

First, governments should choose progressive forms of taxation, which shift economic
burdens from people with low incomes to those with high earnings, to reduce inequality
and to pay for the infrastructure that the world needs to transition to carbon neutrality
and sustainability. Although governments might baulk at this suggestion, there’s plenty
of headroom. For example, tax rates on the highest incomes in the United States were
well above 70% for about half of the twentieth century — much higher than today’s top
rate of 37%. To shore up public support, governments need to make a strong case that
the whole of society should contribute to funding the clean energy transition and good
health.

  

  

International agreements to close tax havens and loopholes must be made. Corporate
tax avoidance is estimated to cost poor countries $100 billion per year — enough to
educate an extra 124 million children and prevent perhaps 8 million maternal and infant
deaths annually."
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Read full article at link below....

  

  

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-024-00723-3?emci=d07562e3-2de6-ee11-aaf0-00224
8223794&amp;emdi=64eb6ca8-e3e6-ee11-aaf0-002248223794&amp;ceid=4001223
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